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Acoustic tomography in the atmospheric surface layer 

Astrid Ziemann, Klaus Arnold, Armin Raabe 

Zusammenfassung: 

Die vorgestellte Methode der akustischen Tomographie (Simultane Iterative Rekonstruktions
technik) und ein spezieller Auswertungsalgorithmus können flächengemittelte Werte meteoro
logischer Größen direkt bereitstellen. Somit werden zur Validierung numerischer mikroskaliger 
Atmosphärenmodelle weitgehend konsistente Daten geliefert. 
Das Verfahren verwendet die horizontale Ausbreitung von Schallstrahlen in der atmosphäri
schen Bodenschicht. Um einen allgemeinen Überblick zur Schallausbreitung unter verschiede
nen atmosphärischen Bedingungen zu erhalten, wird ein zweidimensionales Schallausbrei
tungsmodell genutzt. 
Von Messungen der akustischen Laufzeit zwischen Sendern und Empfängern an verschiedenen 
Punkten in einem Meßfeld kann der Zustand der durchquerten Atmosphäre abgeschätzt wer
den. Die Ableitung flächengemittelter Werte für die Schallgeschwindigkeit und der daraus de
duzierten Lufttemperatur resultiert aus der Inversion der Laufzeitwerte für alle möglichen 
Schallwege. Das angewandte zweidimensionale Tomographiemodell mit geradliniger Schall
strahlapproximation stellt dabei geringe Computeranforderungen und ist auch während des on
line-Betriebes einfach zu handhaben. 

Summary: 

The presented method of acoustic tomography (Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Tech
nique) and a special algorithm of analysis can directly provide area averaged values of meteoro
logical quantities. As a result rather consistent data will be delivered for validation of numerical 
atmospheric rnicro-scale models. 
The procedure uses the horizontal propagation of sound waves in the atmospheric surface 
layer. To obtain a general overview of the sound propagation under various atmospheric con
ditions a two-dimensional ray-tracing model is used. 
The state of the crossed atmosphere can be estimated from measurements of acoustic travel 
time between sources and receivers on different points in an tomographic array. Derivation of 
area averaged values of the sound speed and furthermore of air temperature results from the 
inversion of travel time values for all possible acoustic paths. Thereby, the applied straight-ray 
two-dimensional tomographic model is characterised as a method with small computational re
quirements and simple handling, especially, during online working. 

1. Introduction 

The development of rnicro-scale atmospheric and LES (Large Eddy Simulation) models which 
are applied for different questions in meteorology, forces their validation by means of accurate 
experimental data and so the derivation of area averaged meteorological quantities. 
Spatial averaged data and so consistent data for model validation were conventionally provided 
by point measurements and a following interpolation technique. A relatively new way to get 
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such values directly is the transfer of tomographic methods to the atmospheric surface layer 
(see Spiesberger and Fristrup, 1990; Wilson and Thomson, 1994). 
As an inverse technique tomography has been used routinely for instance in medicine, biology, 
geophysics and oceanography for many years (see, e.g., Munk et al., 1995). 
There are various advances of tomographic measurements compared with conventional meth
ods, e.g., the effect as spatial filter for turbulence below the micro-scale, the remote monitor
ing, because the test medium is not influenced by devices, the higher number of data per sensor 
in comparison to the traditional point measurements (Wilson and Thomson, 1994). 
In our study we use a kind of acoustic travel time tomography, where the sound speed can be 
determined by measuring the travel time of a signal at a defined propagation path. Applying a 
suitable procedure measurements of the speed of sound can be used to reconstruct the spatially 
and temporally variable temperature and wind fields. 
Wilson and Thomson (1994) demonstrated the applicability of acoustic tomography to the at
mospheric boundary layer. The significant difference to the work presented here lies in the nu
merical algorithm used and in the kind of the output. We exert the tomographic technique 
SIRT (Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique) to provide from the measured line 
integrals, the travel time data, not only differences from a mean value, but also area averaged 
absolute values for the sound speed and the air temperature, respectively. Our measuring sys
tem, which can be used for a wide range of environmental and equipment situations, is intro
duced as a method to complete meteorological point measurements, especially, during experi
mental campaigns. 
The following chapter describes some fundamentals of the sound propagation in the atmos
phere. In chapter 3, a general review of the tomographic methods and, especially, of the SIRT 
used in our study is given. The next chapter deals with the implementation of the presented 
principles of geometric acoustics and tomography in numerical models, namely a two
dimensional ray-tracing model for a stratified atmosphere and a tomographic model according 
to a horizontal-slice scheme. In chapter 5, the experimental equipment and the processing of 
acoustic signals as well as the demanded accuracy of the travel time data are described. Finally, 
in chapters 6 and 7 results of our last experimental campaign MEPEX'97 in autumn 1997 and 
an outlook to necessary improvements are supplied. 

2. Theoretical bases of the sound propagation in the atmosphere 

In addition to the well-known reduction of the sound level with increasing distance from the 
sound source the damping due to the influence of inhomogeneities within the atmosphere, the 
structure of the ground and the air absorption play a role during the sound propagation 
through the atmosphere. If the sound propagation can be considered as spreading of small 
perturbations in an unbounded, frictionless and compressible fluid without extemal forces the 
wave equations 

a2p' a2p' 
--=c2ßp' and --=c2ßp' 
dt2 dt 2 (ß = V2 as usual) (1) 

can be obtained from the Euler equation and the continuity equation with the well-known rela

tionship between the pressure, p, and the air density, p, fluctuations, p' = c2p' , and between 

the sound speed and the compressibility, c2 = dp (see, e.g., Birkhoff, 1988; Pierce, 1989; Spi-
dp 

esberger and Fristrup, 1990). 
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If the dry air is considered as an ideal gas, Laplace's equation of sound speed can be used un
der adiabatic conditions: 

c =~KRaT. (2) 

where T is the air temperature in Kelvin, Ra (= 287.05 J kg-1 K-1
) is the dry adiabatic gaseous 

constant and K (= 1.4) is the compressibility. 

Effects of air humidity ( e.g„ Spiesberger and Fristrup, 1990) or a modified air composition on 
sound velocity are neglected because typical changes are less than 0.05%. 
Additionally to spatial (x, y, z) and temporal (t) alterations concerning changes of air tempera-

ture, also an influence in consequence of the wind field v( t, x, y, z) appends to the so und ve

locity and leads to an effective sound speed vector using the approximation of wave fronts 
from geometrical acoustics (see Pierce, 1989) with n as unit vector normal to the wave front: 

ceff(T, v) = c(T(t,x,y,z))ii(t,x, y,z)+ v(t,x, y,z) (3) 

Thereby, the conditions for sound propagation are changed and so a deviation from straight
forward course between sound sources and receivers can be observed. 
The sound propagation can be described with sound rays if the principles of the geometric 
acoustics, i.e„ small acoustic refraction index gradient compared to the wave number of the 
sound wave (e.g„ Klug, 1991), are applicable. This case often occurs under outdoor conditions 
except in the direct vicinity of the ground. Then sound rays represent lines whose tangents cor
respond to the propagation direction of the sound wave. Although the use of the sound ray 
theory, which is based on the principles of Fermat and Huygens, is associated with limitations, 
it offers, in comparison to wave models, the following advantages: (1) an easy visualisation of 
sound propagation inside the atmosphere and (2) a simple consideration of inhomogeneities 
inside the medium by application of the refraction law. 
At the boundary between two parts of the atmosphere, which are characterised by different 
values of air temperature and wind vector the sound rays are refracted. This refraction is due 
to a variation in air temperature and wind vector depending on altitude in stratified fluids. Ac
cording to Fasold et al. (1984) we used a general form of Snell's law for a moving and vertical 
inhomogeneous medium with the same frequency f in the two layers 1 and 2: 

. k1 sina1 

sm <X2 = 1- 1 1- 1 k2 +(k2 Ma1 coscp-k1 Ma2 coscp)sina1 

(4) 

with IMa1I= lvil, l:Ma 2 I= lv 21, k 1 =2·1t·__!__, k 2 =2·n·_!__ 
C2 Ct Ct C2 

Thereby, a 1 is the incident and a 2 is the refracting angle, cp is the angle between the wind di
rection and the undisturbed (without wind influence) sound velocity vector, Ma1 and Ma2 are 
the Mach numbers, k1 and k2 are the wave numbers. Note that the angles a 1 and a 2 are related 
to the wave normals in the layers 1 and 2, respectively. 
According to numerous authors (Tatarskii, 1961; Kneser, 1961; Aubry et al„ 1974; Daigle et 
al„ 1978; Bass, 1981), other atmospheric influences, like the changes of the sound pressure 
level caused by scattering of the sound waves on temperature inhomogeneities and turbulence 
elements as well as the damping in consideration of air absorption, can be neglected for the 
frequency range used her~'. namely 1000 Hz, and source-receiver distances between 50 and 
300m. 
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However, the influence of the soil and the land cover can be much greater. After many authors 
(Embleton et al., 1976; Chessel, 1977; Bolen et al., 1981; Rasmussen, 1986; Klug, 1991; 
Salomons, 1994) a minimum in the transfer function, i.e., the sound pressure level related to 
undisturbed conditions of propagation, can occur near a frequency of about 500 Hz for grass
land. Such damping due to sound wave interference increases with the distance between the 
source and the receiver and also with decreasing height of the experimental tools above the re
flecting plane. According to Klug (1991), the described ground dip disappears by positive 
gradients of the sound velocity, by an increasing turbulent exchange or by use of a changed 
measuring geometry with device heights greater than 4 m as well as higher frequencies. 

3. Travel time tomography 

The theoretical basis of tomography lies on the Radon transformation (Radon, 1917) related to 
the projection of a two-dimensional scalar field and the transition from the measured value 
distribution to the projection field. According to Radon's law, it is possible to reconstruct a 
spatial distribution of parameters by inversion of line integral values, e.g., measured travel 
times. That means, that a continuously two-dimensional function can be derived from an infi
nite number of its continuously one-dimensional projections. The task is to determine the 
original distribution of parameter values from the measured projections. Thereby, the projec
tion-slice scheme will be applied (e.g., Rüter and Gelbke, 1986). 
The general principle of tomography (Greek 'tomos' means slice or section), as a certain image 
reconstruction technique and solving method for inversion problems, is to create a model of 
physical parameters in such a way that the projected data agree with the measured data. 
Review of first applications of acoustic tomography is given by Wilson and Thomson (1994). 
The historical development, especially, in seismic applications of tomography is presented at 
Humphreys and Clayton (1988). Recently tomographic methods of the sound propagation in 
the atmosphere were applied by Spiesberger and Fristrup ( 1990) who described a method for 
passive localisation of calling animals and by Wilson and Thomson ( 1994) who primarily in
clude the characterisation of the atmosphere. The main differences of these works to our study 
exist in the experimental design, the signal processing and the interpretation algorithm includ
ing the tomographic method. Both the studies, the presented here and the one from Wilson and 
Thomson (1994), use horizontal-slice schemes, i.e., a two-dimensional tomography. The ad
vantages of our procedure are the small computational time and memory requirements. Only 
one ray is in the memory at one time. Therefore, it is possible to use the introduced model also 
for online interpretation of measuring results during experimental studies. 
According to Worthington (1984), the procedures to solve tomographic problems can be di
vided into three main groups. Direct analytical solutions based on Fourier or inverse Radon 
transformation are usually employed for biological and medical applications with a homoge
nous ray covering of a high density. Alternative methods were devdoped, e.g., in geophysics 
and oceanography, where such ideal ray and angle covering usually does not occur. 
One possible algorithm to solve the linear equation system with the desired parameter values as 
unknown variables is the matrix inversion method. Thereby, the generalised matrix inversion is 
the most important procedure if there are more unknowns than linearly independent equations 
(see Aki and Richards, 1980; Backus and Gilbert, 1968). Because of the very space- and time
consuming handling of large matrixes, which have to be inverted, the practical applicability of 
this method is limited. Furthermore, significant stability problems can occur during inversion 
(Krajewski et al., 1989). Consequently, methods referred to as row action (Trampert and 
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Leveque, 1990) or ART (Algebraic reconstruction Technique), in which the approximate solu
tion is updated by successively processing the equations, are more attractive. 
The large number of iterative reconstruction techniques (e.g., Peterson et al., 1985) can suc
cessfully be used for different measurement geometries with irregular sampling or limited pro
jection angles with the additional advantage of simple handling and small computational re
quirements. The most prominent methods are the ART and the SIRT according to Gordon et 
al. (1970) and Gilbert (1972), respectively. A comprehensive review of to the mathematical 
background of ART-like methods is given by van der Sluis and van der Vorst ( 1987). Tech
niques, which update the approximate solution only after all equations have been processed, 
are called SIRT (Trampert and Leveque, 1990). In our study we apply a special form of this 
method. 
Principally, an observed data set consists of line integrals along a speci:fied path of the parame
ter to be imaged, e.g., acoustic travel time, which contains information about the physical 
quantities of the medium. Inhomogeneities of air temperature or in the wind field inside the 
tomographic array influence each measured travel time in an other way. Bach measurement is 
ambiguous, only the inversion of every travel time measurement produces an image of the me
dium features radiated through with sound rays. 
For a two-dimensional consideration the line integral for the travel time 't of a signal between a 
fixed acoustic source and receiver can be acquired 

dl 
't= f 

1
_ I( ) = fs(t,x,y)dl, (5) 

ray Ceff t, X, y ray 

where dl is the element of arc length along the propagation path and s symbolises the slowness, 
i.e., the reciprocal effective sound velocity. 
Fundamental difficulties thereby are that the ray path itself depends on the unknown slowness 
distribution and that therefore the line integral becomes non-linear in slowness. Usually, a line
arisation is applied to get some initial slowness model and to solve this problem. Thereby, 
straight lines connecting the sound source and the receiver are used to approximate the true 
ray path. 
In the praxis only a limited number of measurements is available. Therefore, the searched two
dimensional function can only be reconstructed as a discrete parameter distribution, i.e., con
stant parameter values inside the grid cells. Various discretizations are possible. We use a to
mographic array covered with square cells of constant size. The linearized set of equations in 
discrete form follows that of Rüter and Gelbke (1986) as 

J 1 
'ti=~sjlij with s-=- (6) 

J=l J c j , 

where 'ti is the travel time of the i1
h sound ray, Sj and Cj are the slowness and the effective sound 

speed in grid ccll j, respectively, and lij is the length of the ray piece of the ray i in the jth cell. 
An image of diverse properties of the domain, which were radiated through from several angles 
of view, can be deduced by the following inversion technique. Thereby, the measuring field 
(260 x 200 m2

) of our experimental campaign MEPEX'97 was divided into small area ele
ments (20 x 20 m2

) according to Fig. 1. 
The dimension of the grid cells was chosen depending on the number of sound rays and the 
wished resolution. For each grid cell constant values of the slowness and the sound speed, re
spectively, were assumed. 
In the mean travel time 'ti an information about the searched travel time and slowness in each 
grid cell j can be extracted using the known ray path lij· The aim of the following procedure is 
the reconstruction of the slowness Sj. 
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Fig. 1. Layout ofthe tomographic array (200 x 260 m2). The grid cells (20 x 20 m2
) symbolise the solution of 

the tomographic model. The sources are labeled SI to S6, the receivers are labeled R2 to R5. Note that Rl is the 
frequency generator. 

In our study we applied a kind of straight ray tomography, the simplest ray tracing between 
sources and receivers. The error made by this approximation is investigated with a ray tracing 
model which requires high resolved vertical profiles of meteorological quantities. This model is 
described in chapter 2 and 4. 
F or every algebraic reconstruction technique a forward model has to be proposed in order to 
get the searched distribution by an iterative comparison process between calculated and ex-

perimental data. Starting with an initial guess of the slowness values, s~, SIRT iterates on the 

difference between the experimental obtained travel time 1teasure and the last model prediction 

'"Cj. After back projection of this difference and adding the resulting correction kj to the present 

model an updated version of the simulated travel time follows. Thereby, corrections kj are 

carried out to meet the condition: 
J 

measure L ( k ) '"[. = s. + . x .. 
1 J J IJ 

(7) 
j~l 

Among all grid cells an averaged value for correction k j will be obtained from the distribution 

of the differences 
~'"[. = 1 measure _ '"[. 

1 1 1 
(8) 

This corresponds to the minimum energy criterion, after multiplication with the corresponding 
ray length lij (according to Dines and Lytle, 1979; McMechan, 1983) as well as after the treat
ment of all rays which touch the respective cell Nj times: 

l ·· 
k. = ~'"[. _IJ_ => 

J 1 J 
L: l~ 
. 1 lj 
j= 

- 1 J 
k· =-L:k

J Njj=l J 
(9) 
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This process is continued until reaching of a convergence criterion. Thereby, SIRT converges 
to the least-squares solution (see lvansson, 1983). The resulting set of area averaged values of 
slowness and sound velocities, respectively, is called tomogram. 
According to Santamarina (1994) the fidelity and quality of inversions are conditioned by the 
nature of the analysed phenomenon, the quality of measured data and the applied inversion 
procedure. Errors in the data set can lead to a tomogram with artificial chess board pattem 
during the iteration cycle, especially, without an averaging process of the corrections kj. A 
minimum difference between the measured and simulated data is only the necessary, but not a 
sufficient condition for the convergence to the correct model. For strongly erroneous data only 
a solution with a maximum entropy can be found. Furthermore, possible artefacts in the solu
tion can be caused by badly sampled cells and non-ideal ray geometry, especially, for longer 
rays (Trampert and Leveque, 1990). The !arger the distance between source and receiver, the 
larger is the measuring effect and the influence of the measurement to the tomographic solu
tion. Therefore, the accuracy of the signal and data analyses as well as the positions of the 
sources and receivers are very important for a successful tomography. 
In medical applications it is possible to produce an isotropic and homogeneous ray coverage. 
For an application in the atmosphere, however, usually both of these properties do not hold. 
The non-ideal ray distribution can lead to streaks that radiate from anomalous blocks along the 
direction taken by the rays traversing these blocks. By reducing the weight given rays aligned 
in common orientations this effect can be reduced (see Humphreys and Clayton, 1988). Only 
anomalies bordered and crossed by ray paths can accurately be reconstructed, otherwise a 
smearing of inhomogeneity can occur. Damping, slowness constraints or the use of other prior 
information effectively removes the possible problems due to the underdetermination of the 
system of equations (see Bregman et al., 1989; Krajewski et al., 1989). Therefore, we have 
also to deal with these topics to improve our tomographic results in the future. 

4. Numerical modelling of the sound propagation and travel time tomography 

Under special conditions, given in chapter 2, the sound propagation through the atmosphere 
can be described with a ray-tracing model. In the presented study a two-dimensional (x-z) ray
tracing model for a homogeneous atmosphere in the horizontal direction is applied to deter
mine the principal characteristics of sound propagation in the atmosphere and the difference 
between a straight and curved ray according to actual conditions. lt is assumed in our model 
that the sound propagation follows the x-direction (see Raabe et al., 1996) in a Cartesian co
ordinates system. The atmosphere is thereby divided into height levels with thickness, ßz. 
Equation (4) and the relations 

ßx=ßz·tana2 =ßz ~ 
1 . 2 -sm a 2 

(10) 

are used for the calculation of the ray path ßs inside the vertical and horizontal range ßz and 
ßx, respectively. Vertical temperature and wind profiles from a numerical atmospheric bound
ary layer model (see, e.g„ Mix et al., 1994; Ziemann, 1998) with high resolution of a few cen
timetres in the lowest 20 m or from experiments, i.e., from a meteorological mast, are used as 
start values for the ray-tracing model. 
The discrepancies between the actual calculated ray path, which is influenced by the angle of 
emission, and the exactly straight ray path between the source and the receiver amount to 
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about 0.20 m for a source-receiver-distance of about 200 m (see Figure 2). This value nearly 
agrees with the results obtained by Spiesberger and Fristrup ( 1990) for a linear profile of the 
sound speed under typical daytime conditions. 

1,0 

! 
0,8 II> 

~ 
c: 
~ 
~ .... 0,6 

:a 
.c: ..... 0,4 Cl! 
c.. ... 
Cl! 
~ 0,2 

50 100 150 200 250 300 

Source-receiver-distance [m] 

Fig. 2. Differences between the actually calculated ray path from the ray tracing model and the exactly straight 
ray path between the source and the receiver in dependence of the source-receiver distance using measured 
temperature and wind data from the 251

h ofüctober 1997, 10.00 MET (downwind conditions). 

Up to now area averaged values can be considered by a straight ray two-dimensional (x-y) to
mographic model. Therefore, the influence of the curved ray path in the vertical direction has 
tobe estimated with the ray-tracing model. The basic set of equations used in the tomographic 
model was already explained in the previous chapter. 
One disadvantage of the presented SIRT is that information about the resolution matrix, ac
cording to Backus and Gilbert (1968), is not available. A quantitative measure of the similarity 
of the reconstructed image and the model is defined by the Euclidic distance (ED) with the 

actual model-slowness, sk, and the current estimate, s~, from the n1
h iteration cycle (see Kra

jewski et al., 1989) 
1 K 

ED=- I,(sk -s~)2 . 
Kk=l 

(11) 

lt is obvious that the inversion result becomes better for smaller than for larger ED. 
To avoid the divergence of the solution and the formation of artefacts due to erroneous data, 
the number of iterations should be limited corresponding to the optimal reconstruction result. 
Therefore, the sum of squared residuals (SSR) from equation (9) is a quantity describing the 
progress of the solution of the equation system. The optimal image will be achieved if the cur
rent decrease of SSR-values, averaged over five iteration cycles, diminishes to about 1 % of the 
decrease during the first five steps (see Krajewski et al., 1989). In our study this value is 
reached not later than after 100 iterations taking a computational time of about one minute on 
a PC (Pentium 100 MHz). 
The size of the grid cells (see Fig. 1) has to be chosen that on one hand area elements are 
crossed by a relatively great number of rays and on the other hand the wished resolution for 
searched distribution of meteorological parameters is achieved. The spatial resolution depends 
on the ray density, grid-spacing and travel time precision. The better the measured travel times 
and the greater the amount of the temperature inhomogeneity are, the smaller is the anomaly 
size which could be resolved. The size of the grid cells has to be chosen according to a Kra
jewski et al (1989) about one times the minimum dimension of resolvable anomaly. 
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Because of the actual measuring arrangement not all grid cells are passed through with a suffi
ciently high number of sound rays. The empty places are filled up with additional values for 
fictitious sources and receivers from geometrical relations between them. Thereby, two travel 
time measurements are the starting-points. Additional values are calculated for imaginary 
sources and receivers between the real ones using the averaged travel time data for fictional ray 
paths. 

5. Experimental procedure and data analyses 

The experimental studies should give an answer to the following questions: 
(1) Which solution is attainable to estimate meteorological parameters and which additional 

information is necessary? 
(2) Is there a possibility of producing absolute data (temperature and wind field) in contrast to 

Spiesberger and Fristrup (1990) and Wilson and Thomson (1994), or only fluctuations to a 
known initial state? 

To obtain meteorological relevant data (temperature ± 0.3 K, wind velocity ± 0.5 ms·1) a lot of 
requirements are obligatory. 
The demanded accuracy for the travel time measurements can derived in similar manner like 
Spiesberger and Fristrup (1990). The travel time difference between the actual travel time 't1 
along ray path r 1 and the undisturbed, that means without wind influence, reference travel time 
'to along the ray path ro is given by: 

dl dl 
't1-'to=f --f , (12) 

r1 c1(r1)+ü(r1)· J r0 Co(ro) 

where ü is the wind vector, 1 is the unit vector along the ray path, dl is the di:fferential length 
of the path and c0 and c1 are the sound velocities. Thereby, it will be assumed that c1 = c0 + & . 
Assuming approximately equal ray paths leads to: 

'ti-'to=f- dl(&+ü·l) -. 
r0 c0

2 +c0&+c0 (üol) 
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Fig. 3. Demanded travel time accuracy corresponding to only an influence of air temperature (air temperature: 
15°C, wished accuracy: 0,3 K) and only a wind influence (wind velocity: 0,5 ms·', wished accuracy: 0,5 ms·') 
for source-receiver distances of the experimental campaign MEPEX'97. 
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Figure 3 illustrates the great influence of the source-receiver distance for the demanded travel 
time accuracy computed with equation (13) corresponding to temperature influence without 
wind on one side and with wind influence without temperature changes on the other side. 
The travel time measurements have to be carried out with a high degree of accuracy. This in
cludes, as pointed out already, the precise determination of the distance between source and 
receiver, the synchronisation of all connected instrumentation and the data processing. Addi
tionally, the separation of different effects on travel time is necessary. A single travel time 
measurement contains mixed information on temperature and the component of wind along the 
path. With the rough approximation of a reciprocal sound propagation (straight rays) along the 
same path a separation of the two eff ects for a first view is possible. 
In cooperation with the Instiute for Tropospheric Research (Iff) Leipzig an experimental cam
paign was carried out on a grassland site near Melpitz, 50 km north east of Leipzig. Besides 
several surface layer flux measurements, carried out by Iff, the essential aim for the field ex
periment was to check the acoustical system developed at our Institute for Meteorology. 
Figure 2 shows the layout ofthe tomographic array of 260 x 200 m2

• Six sources, compression 
drivers and four receivers were positioned on tripods at a height of 2 m and 4.5 m, respectively 
(see Fig. 4 and 5). 

Fig. 4. Tue speaker system (compression driver, 
amplifier, portable battery supply). 

Fig. 5. One receiver set (microphone at a pro
longed tripod and a data logger). 

The positions of the transducers were determined using trigonometric measurements with an 
accuracy of 0.1 cm. The effects of the extension of the technical device (speaker: ± 10 cm, mi-
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crophone ± 1 cm) can be neglected during the post processing calculations. In different short 
distances (between 3 m and 10 m) the transmitted signal was recorded and from the shift of a 
marked point the influence of the speaker extension can be estimated. 
All sources simultaneously transmit an acoustic signal. The signal is a sine oscillation with a 
double peak with a duration in each case of 4 ms, however, the ringing of the compression 
driver prolongs the signal (see Fig. 6). 
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10 20 
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30 40 

Fig. 6. Example ofthe transmitted signal: sine oscillation with a double peak (duration of 4 ms) with a constant 
frequency of 1000 Hz. 

Using this special signature at unsatisfactory signal/noise ratios a clear identification of the 
transmitted signal is possible. The duration of the signal was chosen to be very short to prevent 
overlapping of different signaJs. Although the function generator can provide any frequency 
can be chosen, mostly a constant frequency of 1000 Hz was used. The function generator is 
additionally connected with all data Joggers and gives the start signal for registration. So syn
chronisation of all devices is ensured. 
A receiver set consists of an one inch microphone, a sound JeveJ meter and a data Jogger. The 
sound JeveJ meter is used for power suppJy and band-pass filtering. After amplifying the signaJs 
were sent to the AID converter. The 10 Bit converter was capabJe of sampling at a rate of 10 
kHz. The digitised data were immediateJy transferred in a circuJar system to a hard drive 
(laptop) that collects all recorded data. So an expensive soJution with severaJ memory cards is 
not necessary. 
The traveJ time of each signaJ was estimated from the recorded data by cross correJation be
tween the received (output) and the transmitted (input) signal. Bachpeak of the cross correJa
tion is associated with a separate ray path. The deJay time corresponds to the traveJ time of the 
transmitted signaJ. Using the input signaJ as an calibration signaJ all deJays caused by the device 
can be eliminated. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show an exampJe of the recorded signaJs and the cross 
correlation of the filtered signal with the reference signaJ. Figure 8 indicates the satisfying sig
nal/noise ratio for all distances. 
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Fig. 7. Example of recorded signals (Receiver R3) 
after bandpass filtering during the tomography ex
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Fig. 8. Cross correlation of the filtered signal (Fig. 
7) with the reference signal. 

The assignment of each signal to the corresponding source is possible taking the tomographic 
array layout where all single rays have significantly different path lengths. 
The effect of ground reflection can be roughly estimated from a simple geometrical travel time 
difference between the direct and the reflected so und ray according to Klug ( 1991). The !arger 
the source-receiver distance is, the smaller the path and travel time difference will be. In this 
case the travel times can only be distinguished using an information about the amplitude which 
is smaller for the ground reflected ray over grassland than that without such reflection. 
To simulate the actually sound propagation in the atmospheric surface layer the data from the 
meteorological mast at the Melpitz site were used as aforementioned. The mast (12 m high) is 
instrumentated with 8 cup anemometers, 8 temperature sensors and one wind-vane. 
Additionally, measurements of wind and temperature, which are accomplished with two ultra
sonic anemometers, were used for the validation of the tomographic model and to compare the 
area averaged data with point measurements. 

6. First results 

Area averages of the effective sound velocity, with one value for each grid cell, were calcu
lated with the travel time data from the introduced experimental campaign (see Fig. 9). 
Although the obtained values are not yet recalculated into meteorological parameters principal 
temperature trends are visible. The heating phase on the 251

h of October, a so called 'golden 
day', is reproduced through increased values of the sound speed. Another interesting effect is 
the cold edge on the upper right side of Fig. 9 in both parts. lt is presumable caused by the 
cooling power of a water ditch. This indicates that, it is possible to apply the presented tomo
graphic method to detect inhomogeneities in the landscape, especially, during meteorological 
field experiments. In the future the area averaged values for sound speed can yield correspond
ing values for air temperature and wind velocity after a more detailed data analysis. 
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acoustic travel time tomography for 25th ofOctober 1997. 
Left: 10.00 MET, Right: 13.00 MET 

7. Conclusions and Outlook 

The only small evaluation demonstrates the general applicability of the tomographic monitor
ing. Acoustic measurements alone are not sufficient for tomographic studies presented. Addi
tional information about wind and temperature profiles are necessary to simulate the general 
sound propagation in the atmospheric surface layer under different meteorological conditions 
and to validate the tomographic data. 
For meteorological relevant data a higher precision of the procedure is inevitable. Area aver
ages of sound speed can be converted with sufficient accuracy into meteorological parameters, 
i.e., 0.3 K for temperature and 0.5 ms·1 for wind velocity. However, the following improve
ments are indispensable: a further upgrade of the measuring configuration, a possibility for the 
exact calculation of the wind influence on the travel time measurements, the use of more traces 
between receivers to increase the accuracy of travel time determination and also an enlarged 
number of sources and receivers to obtain a better area coverage. 
Up to now only a straightforward sound propagation and area averaged values can be consid
ered with a two-dimensional (x-y) tomographic model. Therefore, improvements with regard 
to an expansion in the vertical model direction have to be applied in order to get volume aver
aged values of meteorological parameters. Such volume averaged values are usually provided 
by microscale and LES models which are to be validated by the method developed here. 
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